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Computability Logic (CoL) 

                                                           A mathematical platform and  

                                                 research program for redeveloping logic 

What will be surveyed  here:           What has already been done:             What is still to be done: 

 virgin soil 
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Traditional (Classical) Logic                     

                                                                 x  x  

                                                                   is a formal theory of truth 

Traditional Logic provides a systematic answer to   

What is true?   

Computability Logic provides a systematic answer to   

What can be computed?   

What can be found (known) by an agent?   

How can be computed?   

How can be found?   

Theory 

Theory 

Practice problem-solving tool 

 Computability Logic         

 

                                      x  x          x       x          x      x          x       x         x      x  

                                                       is a formal theory of computability 
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Objects of study:  

statements 

Objects of study:  

computational problems 



Computability Logic 

Computational problems --- interactive  

Classical propositions/predicates --- special, simplest cases of computational problems 

Classical truth --- a special, simplest case of computability  

Classical Logic --- a special, simplest fragment of Computability Logic: 

                               the latter is a conservative extension of the former 
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Classical Logic 



CoL and other major traditions in logic 

Computability Logic 

Classical Logic 

Linear Logic Intuitionistic Logic 

IF Logic 
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CoL‟s philosophy:  FROM  SEMANTICS  TO  SYNTAX 



Does the Church-Turing thesis in its traditional form really provide an 

ultimate answer to what computability means? 

Yes and no. 

• “Yes”, because all effective functions can indeed  be computed by Turing machines. 

• “No”, because apparently not all computational problems are functions.    

    Functions are only special cases of computational problems, assuming a very  

simple interface between a computing agent and its environment, consisting in  

receiving an input (question) and generating an output (answer):  

     INPUT 

   (Question) 
 (Environment’s action) 

 COMPUTATION 
(the  outside  world  is  fully  

shut out during this process) 

OUTPUT 

  (Answer) 
   (Agent’s action) 

 Computing agent 

       (Machine) 

O     u      t      s      i      d      e                    w     o     r     l     d 

                           (E  n  v  i   r  o  n  m  e  n  t) 
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The reality  

     Most tasks that real computers or humans perform, however, are interactive, with  

multiple and/or continuous “inputs” and “outputs” interleaved in some complex fashion.  

Outside  

  world 

Computing  

     agent ... 

Interaction 

    Imagine a robot taxi driver. Its brain is a computer, so, whatever task it performs is a  

computational task (problem).  But is that task a function? What is input and what is  

output here?  

    Rather, input comes to the robot (through its perceptrons) continuously and is  

interleaved with the computation process and “output” (robot‟s actions) steps. The  

environment remains active during computation, that is. Part of computation involves  

watching environment‟s actions, making decisions regarding whether to react or wait  

for more input, etc.  The environment, in turn, does not wait till the robot reacts before  

providing more input. 

    Trouble. The traditional understanding of computational problems as functions  

appears to be too narrow. Instead, we suggest to understand computational problems  

as games.  This is where Computability Logic starts. 
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             algorithmic 
 

      arbitrary 
 

 Behavior: 
 (strategy) 

   
  

 

     MACHINE 
(⊤, Green, Computer, Robot, Agent)  

     Players:  ENVIRONMENT 
               (⊥, Red, User, Nature, Devil)  

good guy 

 

 bad guy 

Computational problems = games between two players  
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Edges stand for moves, with their color indicating who moves. 

Nodes stand for legal positions, i.e., (legal) finite runs. 

This game has the following legal runs:   ,   ,   ,   ,  ,,   ,,   ,,  

                 ,,   ,,   ,,   ,,,   ,,,   ,,,  ,,,   ,,,   ,,   

Structure indicates what runs (sequences of colored moves) are possible, i.e., legal. 

Content indicates, for each legal run, the player who is considered the winner.   

The color of each node indicates the winner in the corresponding position.   

Which of the runs are won by the machine? 

Game = (Structure, Content)  
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Example of  an algorithmic winning strategy  

 
 

 

   
 

  

      

      Notice that strategies cannot be defined as functions from positions to moves,  

because, in some positions (such as the root position in this example) both players have  

legal moves, and which of them acts faster may determine what will be the next move.  

We define strategies as interactive machines --- a generalization of Turing machines.  

No formal definitions are given in this talk, but whatever “strategy” exactly means,  

we can see that the machine has a winning strategy in this game:  

      “Regardless of what the adversary is doing or has done, go ahead and make move ;  

make  as your second move if and when you see that the adversary has made move ,  

no matter whether this happened before or after your first move”.   

•      What legal runs are consistent (could be generated) with this strategy?                                                                                                                    There are 5  

such  runs:   ;   ,;   ,;   ,,;   ,,.  All won by machine. 
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Traditional computational problems as games  

Computational problems in the traditional sense are nothing but functions (to be  

computed). Such problems can be seen as the following types of depth-2 games: 

0  1 2 
... 

1 2 0 3 ... 1 2 0 3 ... 
1 2 0 3 ... 

Input 

Output 

• Why is the root green? 

 

• Why are the 2nd-level nodes red? 

 

• Why does each group of 3rd-level nodes have exactly one green node? 

 

• What particular function is this game about? 

                                          It corresponds to the situation where there was no input. The  

machine has nothing to answer for, so it wins. 

                                                           They correspond to situations where there was an  

input but no output was generated by the machine. So the machine loses.  

                                                                                                                      Because a  

function has exactly one (“correct”) value for each argument.  

                                                                          The successor function: f(n)=n+1.  
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Departing from functionality  

First of all, one would want to get rid of the “one green node per sibling group”  

restriction for the third-level nodes. Many natural problems, such as the problem of  

finding a prime integer between n and 2n, or finding an integral root of x2-2n=0, may  

have more than one as well as less than one solution. That is, there can be more than one  

as well as less than one “right” output on a given input n.  

0  1 2 
... 

1 2 0 3 ... 1 2 0 3 ... 
1 2 0 3 ... 

Once we agree that computational problems are nothing but games, the difference in the  

degrees of generality and flexibility between the traditional approach to computational  

problems and our approach becomes apparent and appreciable. What we see below is  

indeed a very special sort of games, and there is no good call for confining ourselves to  

its limits. In fact, staying within those limits would seriously retard any more or less  

advanced and systematic study of computability. 
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Departing from the input-output scheme  

And why not further get rid of any remaining restrictions on the colors of whatever-level  

nodes and whatever-level arcs.  One can easily think of natural situations where, say,  

some inputs do not obligate the machine to generate an output and thus the  

corresponding second-level nodes should be green. An example would be the case when  

the machine is computing a partially-defined function f and receives an input n on which  

f is undefined.  

0  1 2 
... 

1 2 0 3 ... 1 2 0 3 ... 
1 2 0 3 ... 

 1 

0 3 
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Departing from the depth-2 restriction  

So far we have been talking about generalizations within the depth-2 restriction,  

corresponding to viewing computational problems as very short dialogues between the  

machine and its environment. Permitting longer-than-2 or even infinitely long branches  

would allow us to capture problems with arbitrarily high degrees of interactivity and  

arbitrarily complex interaction protocols.  The task performed by a network server is an  

example of an infinite dialogue between the server and its environment --- the collection  

of clients, or let us just say the rest of the network.  

0  1 2 
... 

1 2 0 3 ... 1 2 0 3 ... 
1 2 0 3 ... 

 1 

0 3 

... 

0 

8  3 0 

0  1 2 5  0 

 0 
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Elementary games; propositions as games  

It also makes sense to consider “dialogues” of lengths less than 2.  

0  1 2 
... 

1 2 0 3 ... 1 2 0 3 ... 
1 2 0 3 ... 

 1 

0 3 

... 

0 

8  3 0 

0  1 2 5  0 

 0 

Games of depth 0 are said to be elementary. There are exactly two elementary games.  

We identify them with the propositions ⊥ and ⊤. 

Games ⊥ and ⊤: 

Snow is white 

2+2=4 

Snow is black 

            2+2=5 
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Elementary games; propositions as games  

It also makes sense to consider “dialogues” of lengths less than 2.  

Games of depth 0 are said to be elementary. There are exactly two elementary games.  

We identify them with the propositions ⊥ and ⊤. 

Games ⊥ and ⊤: 

Snow is white 

2+2=4 

Snow is black 

            2+2=5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

... 

 

x>2: 

12

A predicate  can be seen as a function from numbers to elementary games:  

Classical propositions (predicates) = elementary games 

Classical Logic = the elementary fragment of Computability Logic 
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On the operations studied in Computability Logic 

     Logical operators in Computability Logic stand for operations on games. There is an  

open-ended pool of operations of potential interest, and which of those to study may  

depend on particular needs and taste.  

    Yet, there is a core collection of the most basic and natural game operations: the  

propositional connectives  

                                         
(together with the defined implication-style connectives ,     ,      ,     ,      ),  and the 

quantifiers 

                                                 
 

     Among these we see all operators of Classical Logic, and our choice of the classical  

notation for them is no accident. Classical Logic is nothing but the elementary fragment  

of Computability Logic (the fragment dealing only with predicates = elementary games). 

And each of the classically-shaped operations, when restricted to elementary games,  

turns out to be virtually the same as the corresponding operator of Classical Logic.  

For instance, if A and B are elementary games, then so is AB, and the latter is exactly  

the classical conjunction of A and B understood as an (elementary) game. 
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Negation  

    Negation  is the role switch operation: machine‟s moves and wins become  

environment‟s moves and wins, and vice versa. 

0 1 

0 1 0 1 

A 

0 1 

0 1 0 1 

A 
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Negation  

Chess  Chess= 

    Negation  is the role switch operation: machine‟s moves and wins become  

environment‟s moves and wins, and vice versa. 
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The double negation principle holds 

  G = G 

G 
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The double negation principle holds 

  G = G 
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The double negation principle holds 

  G = G 
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The double negation principle holds 

  G = G 
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The double negation principle holds 

  G = G 
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Choice conjunction ⊓ and disjunction ⊔ 

Choice conjunction  ⊓  

A0 A1 

A0 ⊓  A1  

0 1 

Choice disjunction  ⊔ 

A0 A1 

A0 
⊔  A1  

0 1 
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Choice universal quantifier ⊓ and existential quantifier ⊔ 
Choice universal quantifier ⊓ 

A(0) 

0 1 

A(1) A(2) 

. . . 
2 

⊓xA(x) 

Choice existential quantifier ⊔ 

A(0) 

0 1 

A(1) A(2) 

. . . 

2 

= A(0) ⊓ A(1) ⊓ A(2) ⊓ ... 

⊔xA(x) =A(0) ⊔ A(1) ⊔ A(2) ⊔ ... 
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Representing the problem of computing a function 

0  1 2 
... 

1 2 0 3 ... 1 2 0 3 ... 
1 2 0 3 ... 

This game can be written as   ⊓x⊔y (y=x+1) 

One of the legal runs, won by the machine, is 1,2 
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Representing the problem of computing a function 

This game can be written as   

One of the legal runs, won by the machine, is 1,2 

Generally, the problem of computing a function f can be written as 

⊓x⊔y (y=f(x)) 

⊓y⊔z (2=1+1) 
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Representing the problem of deciding a predicate 

2 ... 

0 1 0 1 

 1 0 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

3 4 5 

This game is about deciding what predicate? Even(x) 

How can it be written? ⊓x(Even(x) ⊔ Even(x)) 

Generally, the problem of deciding a predicate p(x) can be written as  

⊓x(p(x) ⊔ p(x)) 
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Representing the problem of deciding a predicate 

2 ... 

0 1 0 1 

 1 0 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

3 4 5 

⊓x(Even(x) ⊔ Even(x)) 
Position: 
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Representing the problem of deciding a predicate 

2 ... 

0 1 0 1 

 1 0 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

3 4 5 

⊓x(Even(x) ⊔ Even(x)) 

Making move 4 means asking the machine the question “Is 4 even?” 

  
Position: 
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Representing the problem of deciding a predicate 

0 1 

Making move 4 means asking the machine the question “Is 4 even?” 

This move brings the game down to Even(4) ⊔ Even(4).  

Even(4)⊔Even(4)  

⊓x(Even(x) ⊔ Even(x)) 

4 

Position: 
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Representing the problem of deciding a predicate 

0 

Making move 4 means asking the machine the question “Is 4 even?” 

This move brings the game down to Even(4) ⊔ Even(4).  

Even(4)⊔Even(4)  

⊓x(Even(x) ⊔ Even(x)) 

Making move 1 in this position means answering “Yes.” 

1 

4 

Position: 
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Representing the problem of deciding a predicate 

Making move 4 means asking the machine the question “Is 4 even?” 

This move brings the game down to Even(4) ⊔ Even(4).  

Even(4)⊔Even(4)  

⊓x(Even(x) ⊔ Even(x)) 

This move brings the game down to Even(4).  

Even(4)  

The play hits ⊤, so the machine is the winner.  

Making move 1 in this position means answering “Yes.” 

4 

Position: 

  

4,1 

The machine would have lost if it had made move 0 (answered “No”) instead.  
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DeMorgan’s laws hold  

(A ⊓ B)  = A ⊔ B A ⊓ B  = (A ⊔ B) 

(A ⊔ B)  = A ⊓ B A ⊔ B  = (A ⊓ B) 

⊓xA  = ⊔xA ⊓xA  = ⊔xA 

⊔xA  = ⊓xA ⊔xA  = ⊓xA 

(A ⊓ B)  =  

B ⊓ A 

=   A ⊔ B 
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The constructive character of choice operations 

    Computability Logic revises traditional logic through replacing truth by computability.  

And computability of a problem means existence of a machine (= algorithmic strategy)  

that wins the corresponding game.  

    Correspondingly, while Classical Logic defines validity as being “always true”,  

Computability Logic understands it as being “always computable”. 

    The operators of Classical Logic are not constructive. Consider, for example,  

xy(y=f(x)). 

It is true in the classical sense as long as f is a (total) function. Yet its truth has little (if  

any) practical importance, as “y” merely signifies existence of y, without implying that  

such a y can actually be found. And, indeed, if f is an incomputable function, there is  

no method for finding y.  

     On the other hand, the choice operations of Computability Logic are constructive.  

Computability (“truth”) of  
⊓x⊔y(y=f(x)) 

means more than just existence of y; it means the possibility to actually find (compute, 

construct) a corresponding y for every x.  
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Failure of the principle of the excluded middle 

    Similarly, let H(x,y) be the predicate “Turing machine x halts on input y”. Consider 

    It is true in Classical Logic, yet not in a constructive sense. Its truth means that, for  

every x and y, either H(x,y) or H(x,y) is true, but it does not imply existence of an  

actual way to tell which of these two is true after all.    

xy(H(x,y)H(x,y)). 

   And such a way does not really exist, as the halting problem is undecidable. This 

means that  

⊓x⊓y(H(x,y)⊔H(x,y)) 
is not computable. 

    Generally, the principle of the excluded middle:  “A OR  NOT A”, validated by  

Classical Logic and causing the indignation of the constructivistically-minded, is  

not valid in Computability Logic with OR understood as choice disjunction.  

    The following is an example of a game of the form A⊔A with no algorithmic  

solution (why?): 

⊓x⊓y(H(x,y)⊔H(x,y))  ⊔ ⊓x⊓y (H(x,y)⊔H(x,y)) 
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Expressing constructive knowledge 

    Sometimes the reason for failing to solve a given computational problem can be  

simply absence of sufficient knowledge rather than incomputability in principle.  

     As it turns out, we get the same logic no matter whether we base our semantics (the  

concept of validity) on computability-in-principle or computability with imperfect  

knowledge.    

⊓x⊔y(y=Father(x)). 

It expresses  the almost tautological knowledge that everyone has a father. Would a  

knowledgebase system capable of “solving” this problem be helpful? Maybe, but  

certainly not as helpful and strong as a knowledgebase system that provides (solves)  

x(Pregnant(x)Pregnant(x)) 

xy(y=Father(x)). 

Such a system would not only know that everyone has a father, but would also  be able  

to tell us anyone‟s actual father.  

   Similarly, while the first one of the following two formulas expresses tautological  

“knowledge”, the second one expresses the nontrivial informational resource provided  

by a disposable pregnancy test device:.  

⊓x(Pregnant(x)⊔Pregnant(x)) 

   To get a feel for Computability Logic as a logic of knowledge, consider 
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AB, AB --- parallel play of A and B. 

To win a parallel                         need to win  in               of the  components 
conjunction                              both                                         

disjunction                               one  

 
YOU 

ENVIRONMENT 

Kumar from India  Patricio from Brazil 

Parallel conjunction and disjunction 
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HARD! 

EASY! 
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A  A 

A   A 

(A  A)   A 

  

means “valid” 
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x A(x)  =  A(0)  A(1)  A(2)  … 

         

 

x A(x)  =  A(0)  A(1)  A(2)  …  

Parallel quantifiers 
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(A B) = AB 

(A B) = A  B 

 xA(x) = xA(x) 

 xA(x) = xA(x) 

DeMorgan’s laws hold, again 
32 



Reduction and reducibility  

The reduction  operation  is defined by  AB = AB. 

B is said to be reducible to A iff the problem AB is computable. 

    Intuitively, AB is (indeed) the problem of reducing B to A: solving  

AB means solving B while having A as a computational resource.  

Specifically,  the machine may observe how A is being solved (by the  

environment), and utilize this information in its own solving B.  

     Resources are symmetric to problems: what is a problem to solve for  

one player is a resource that the other player can use, and vice versa.  

Since A is negated in  AB and negation means switching the roles,  

A appears as a resource rather than problem for the machine in AB.   

    Our copycat strategy for ChessChess was an example of reducing  

Chess to Chess.  

AB 

antecedent consequent 
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Reducing the paternal granmotherhood problem to the conjunction 

of the motherhood and fatherhood problems 

F(x) = “x‟s father”;  M(x) = “x‟s mother”;  G(x) = “x‟s paternal grandmother”. 

⊓x⊔y(y=F(x))  • The problem of telling any person‟s father: 

• The problem of telling any person‟s mother: 

• The problem of telling any person‟s paternal grandmother:  
⊓x⊔y(y=M(x)) 

⊓x⊔y(y=G(x)) 

⊓x⊔y(y=F(x))  ⊓x⊔y(y=M(x))    ⊔y(y=G(Tom))  
Move (question) “Who is Tom’s paternal grandmother?” brings the game down to   

⊓x⊔y(y=F(x))  ⊓x⊔y(y=M(x))    ⊓x⊔y(y=G(x))  

⊔y(y=F(Tom))  ⊓x⊔y(y=M(x))    ⊔y(y=G(Tom)) 
Move (counterquestion) “Who is Tom’s father?” brings the game down to   

John=F(Tom)  ⊓x⊔y(y=M(x))   ⊔y(y=G(Tom))  
Move (answer) “John is Tom’s father” brings the game down to   

John=F(Tom))  ⊔y(y=M(John))    ⊔y(y=G(Tom))  
Move (another counterquestion) “Who is John’s mother?” brings the game down to   

John=F(Tom)  Peggy=M(John)    ⊔y(y=G(Tom))   
Move (answer) “Peggy is John’s mother” brings the game down to   

John=F(Tom)  Peggy=M(John)    Peggy=G(Tom)  

Move (answer) “Peggy is Tom’s paternal grandmother” brings the game down to 

     Machine wins as the game hits ⊤.  
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Reducing the problem of computing composition to the 

conjunction of the problems of computing the components 

The composition f∘g of functions f and g is the function defined by 

                                                 f∘g(x) = g(f(x))  

Example:  Father∘Mother =   PaternalGrandmother  

    The strategy used on the previous slide, in fact, solves any problem of  

the following form, no matter what particular functions f and g are: 

⊓x⊔y(y=f(x))  ⊓x⊔y(y=g(x))    ⊓x⊔y(y=f∘g(x)) 

This means that the above is a valid principle of Computability Logic. 
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Reducing the acceptance problem to the halting problem 

A(x,y) = “Turing machine x accepts input y”.  

H(x,y) = “Turing machine x halts on input y” 

Acceptance problem: 

 

Halting problem:   

⊓x⊓y(A(x,y)⊔A(x,y)) 

⊓x⊓y(H(x,y)⊔H(x,y)) 

     It is known that neither the acceptance problem nor the halting  

problem has an algorithmic solution. Yet, the former is algorithmically  

reducible to the latter, meaning that the following problem does have an  

algorithmic solution (winning strategy): 

⊓x⊓y(H(x,y)⊔H(x,y))  ⊓x⊓y(A(x,y)⊔A(x,y))  

       The next slide describes such a strategy.  
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Reducing the acceptance problem to the halting problem 

⊓x⊓y(H(x,y)⊔H(x,y))  ⊓x⊓y(A(x,y)⊔A(x,y))  

1.  Wait till Environment makes moves m and n in the consquent, thus asking the  

      question “Does machine m accept input n?”.  If such moves are never made,  

      you win. Otherwise, the moves bring the game down to  

⊓x⊓y(H(x,y)⊔H(x,y))  A(m,n)⊔A(m,n)  

2. Make the same moves m and n in the antecedent, thus asking the counterquestion  

    “Does machine m halt on input n?”.  Your moves bring the game down to   

H(m,n)⊔H(m,n)  A(m,n)⊔A(m,n)  

3. Environment will have to answer this question, or else it loses (why?) 

3a. If it answers by move 0 (“No, m does not halt on n”) in the antecedent, you  

      make the move 0 in the consequent (say “m does not accept n”). The game will  

      be brought down to 
H(m,n)  A(m,n)  

You win, because if m does not halt on n, then it does not accept n, either. 

3b. Otherwise, if it answers by move 1 (“Yes, m halts on n”), start simulating m on  

      n until m halts. If you see that m accepted n, say “m accepts n”; 

      otherwise say “m does not accept n”. Of course, it is a possibility that the  

      simulation goes on forever. But then Environment has lied when saying  

      “m halts on n”; in other words, the antecedent is false, and you still win. 
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xA(x) = xA(x)  

 x A(x):  no value for x is specified; machine should play “blindly” in a way  

                    that guarantees success in A(x) for every possible value of x.  

  x(Even(x)  Odd(x)) 
 
 

 x(Even(x)  Odd(x)) 

 

 x (Even(x)  Odd(x)    y (Even(x+y)  Odd(x+y)))  

--- solvable 

--- unsolvable 

--- solvable 

Even(x)  Odd(x)    y (Even(x+y)  Odd(x+y)) 

Even(x)  Odd(x)    Even(x+3)  Odd(x+3) 

Even(x)    Even(x+3)  Odd(x+3) 

Even(x)    Odd(x+3) 

Blind quantifiers: ,  

xA(x) = xA(x)  
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 A∇B (sequential disjunction):  Starts and proceeds as A. It will also end as A unless, 

              at some point,  machine decides to switch to the next component, in which  

              case A is abandoned, and the game restarts, continues and ends as B.  

Sequential operations 

A∇B = (A∆B)  A∆B = (A∇B)  

 A∆B (sequential conjunction):  Similar, with the only difference that here it is  

           environment who can make a switch.  

While                               expresses the problem of  

                                         expresses the problem of  

⊓x(p(x)  p(x)) 
⊓x(p(x)∇p(x)) 

deciding p(x),   

semideciding p(x):   

One can see that a predicate p(x) is semidecidable (recursively enumerable)  iff 

there  is  a machine that (always) wins the game  ⊓x(p(x)∇p(x)). 
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∇x A(x) (sequential existential quantifier)  =  A(0) ∇ A(1) ∇A(2) ∇ A(3) ∇ ... 

∆x A(x) (sequential universal quantifier)  =  A(0) ∆ A(1) ∆ A(2) ∆ A(3) ∆ ... 



Examples with sequential connectives 

    Computability (existence of an algorithmic winning strategy) is closed under modus  

ponens. This allows us to read  as “if ... then ...” in contexts such as the present one.   

     Where p(x) and  q(x,y) are predicates, what do the following principles express?  

⊓x(p(x)  p(x))  ⊓x(p(x)∇p(x)) 

“If a predicate is decidable, then it is also semidecidable” 

⊓x(p(x)∇p(x))  

“If a predicate is semidecidable, then so is its complement” 

⊓x(p(x)∇p(x)) 

⊓x(p(x)∇p(x))  ⊓x(p(x)∇p(x))  

“If both a predicate and its complement are semidecidable, they are simply decidable” 

⊓x(p(x)  p(x))  

⊓x⊓y(q(x,y)  q(x,y))   

“If q is decidable, then xq is semidecidable” 

⊓y(xq(x,y)∇xq(x,y))  

    Computability Logic makes it possible to ask and answer, in a systematic way,  an  

infinite variety of questions like these, as well as express and define an infinite variety 

of new properties and relations on computational problems. 
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 A  B (toggling disjunction):    Similar to sequential disjunction, with the difference  

          that machine can switch back and forth any finite number of times.  

Toggling operations 

 A  B (toggling conjunction)  Similar to the above, with the only difference that here 

           it is environment who does the “toggling”.  

  ⊓x(p(x)  p(x)) expresses the problem of deciding p(x);  

      it has an algorithmic solution iff p(x) is of the arithmetical complexity 1. 
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  ⊓x(p(x) ∇ p(x)) expresses the problem of recursively enumerating p(x);  

      it has an algorithmic solution iff p(x) is of the arithmetical complexity 1. 

  ⊓x(p(x) ∇  p(x)) expresses the problem of recursively coenumerating p(x);  

      it has an algorithmic solution iff p(x) is of the arithmetical complexity 1. 

  ⊓x( p(x)    p(x)) expresses the problem of recursively approximating p(x);  

      it has an algorithmic solution iff p(x) is of the arithmetical complexity 2. 

xA(x) (toggling existential quantifier)   =   A(0)    A(1)    A(2)    …   

xA(x) (toggling universal quantifier)   =   A(0)    A(1)    A(2)    …   



What the recurrences are all about 

     What is common for the members of the family of game operations called 

 recurrence operations is that, when applied to A, they turn it into a game playing  

which means repeatedly playing A.  

     In terms of resources, recurrence operations generate multiple “copies„” of A, thus  

making A a reusable/recyclable resource.  

     In Classical Logic, recurrence-style operations would be meaningless (redundant),  

because Classical Logic, as we know, is resource-blind and thus sees no difference  

between one and multiple copies of A.  

     In the resource-conscious Computability Logic, however, recurrence operations are  

not only meaningful, but also necessary to achieve a satisfactory level of expressiveness 

and realize its potential and ambitions.  

     Hardly any computer program is used only once; rather, it is run over and over again. 

Loops within such programs also assume multiple repetitions of the same subroutine. 

In general, the tasks performed in real life by computers, robots or humans are typically  

recurring ones or involve recurring subtasks.  

    There are more than one naturally emerging recurrence operations. The differences  

between them are related to how “repetition” or “reusage” is exactly understood. 
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The sequential recurrence of Chess 

    Imagine a computer that has a program successfully playing Chess. The resource that  

such a computer provides is obviously something stronger than just Chess, for it  

permits to play Chess as many times as the user wishes, while Chess, as such, only  

assumes one play. The simplest operating system would allow to start a session of  

Chess, then --- after finishing or abandoning and destroying it --- start a new play  

again, and so on. The game that such a system plays --- i.e. the resource that it  

supports/provides --- is    Chess,  which assumes an unbounded number of plays of  

Chess in a sequential fashion. We call      sequential recurrence. It is defined by 

      A = A ∆ A ∆ A ∆ ... 

Chess 
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The sequential recurrence of Chess 
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The parallel recurrence of Chess 

    A more advanced operating system, however, would not require to destroy the old  

sessions before starting new ones; rather, it would allow to run as many parallel sessions  

as the user needs. This is what is captured by    Chess, meaning nothing but the 

infinite parallel conjunction Chess  Chess  Chess  ...   

     Hence     is called parallel recurrence. 

Chess 
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The branching recurrence of Chess 

    A really good operating system, however, would not only allow the user to start new  

sessions of Chess without destroying old ones; it would also make it possible to  

branch/replicate any particular stage of any particular session, i.e. create any number of  

“copies” of any already reached position of the multiple parallel plays of Chess, thus  

giving the user the possibility to try different continuations from the same position.  

    What corresponds to this intuition is    Chess, where    is called branching recurrence. 

Chess 
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Weak reductions 

   The three sorts of recurrences naturally induce three  weak reduction    

operations, defined by    

 

           A   B  = AB 

    The difference between the weak sorts of reduction and the ordinary  

reduction  is that, in a weak reduction of problem B to problem  

A,  the resource A can be (re)used many times.   

A   B  = AB A   B  = AB 
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Weakly reducing the RELATIVES problem to the PARENTS problem 

     Let Relatives(x,y) = “x and y have a common ancestor within five generations”. 

    A marriage registration bureau can permit marriage between x and y only when they  

are not relatives. The bureau does not have a program (database) telling who is whose  

relative. It does, however, have a program for telling anyone‟s both parents, and the  

program (as usual) is reusable. Can the bureau operate successfully?     

Bureau‟s goal (problem):  

 

Bureau‟s resource:  

⊓x⊓y(Relatives(x,y) ⊔ Relatives(x,y)) 

⊓x⊔y⊔z(y=Mother(x)  z=Father(x))        ⊓x⊓y(Relatives(x,y) ⊔ Relatives(x,y)) 

⊓x⊔y⊔z(y=Mother(x)  z=Father(x)) 

The overall problem that the bureau in fact has to solve: 

    Here is a strategy: Wait for Environment‟s moves m and n in the consequent  

(triggered by an application for marriage between m and n). Repeatedly using the  

antecedent, find the names of all of the ancestors of m within five generations (62  

names altogether), and do the same for n. Compare the two sets of ancestors. If they are  

disjoint, make the move 1 in the antecedent, otherwise make the move 0 there.  
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The ultimate concept of algorithmic reduction 

    Among the three weak reduction operations,          stands out as most important. 

What makes it special is the following belief. The latter, in turn, is based on the belief 

that      (and by no means     or    )  is the operation allowing to reuse its argument in the  

strongest algorithmic sense possible. 

THESIS             -reducibility, i.e. algorithmic solvability of   A     B, is an adequate  

mathematical counterpart of our intuition of reducibility in the weakest algorithmic 

sense possible. Specifically: 

   (a) Whenever a problem B is       -reducible to a problem A,   B is also  

algorithmically reducible to A according to anyone‟s reasonable intuition. 

   (b) Whenever a problem B is algorithmically reducible to a problem A according  

to anyone‟s reasonable intuition, B is also      -reducible to A.  

    This is pretty much in the same sense as (by the Church-Turing thesis), a function f  

is computable by a Turing machine iff  f  has an algorithmic solution according to  

everyone‟s reasonable intuition.  
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CoL vs. Intuitionistic Logic 

    “Intuitionistic Logic is a logic of problems” --- Kolmogorov 1932. 

 

     This thesis was stated by Kolmogorov in rather abstract, philosophical terms. 

No past attempts to find a strict and adequate mathematical explication of it have fully 

succeeded. The following theorem tells a partial success story (“partial” because it is  

limited to the positive propositional fragment if Intuitionistic Logic):  

    THEOREM [Japaridze 2007, Mezhirov&Vereshchagin 2010]: 

Intuitionistic Logic is sound and complete with respect to the semantics of  

Computability Logic, with the intuitionistic implication read as       , and the  

intuitionistic conjunction and disjunction  as ⊓ and ⊔, respectively. 

     “The reason for the failure of  the principle of the excluded middle in CoL is not that  

this principle ... is not included in its axioms. Rather, the failure of this principle is  

exactly the reason why this principle, or anything else entailing it, would not be among  

the axioms of a sound system for CoL.”  

                                                           --- from “In the Beginning Was Game Semantics”. 
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Cirquent Calculus 
     

     The intuitionistic fragment of CoL is just one “lucky case” amenable to being  

axiomatized within the traditional proof theory. CoL as a whole, or even just the  

(,,)-fragment of it, requires a totally new proof theory (syntax).  

 

     One kind of such a novel proof theory is Cirquent Calculus. What makes it stand  

out is that, while the syntax of traditional approaches  (Frege-Hilbert style  

axiomatizations, Gentzen‟s Sequent Calculus, Avron‟s Hypersequent Calculus,  

Guglielmi‟s Calculus of Structures) are based on formulas, the syntax of Cirquent  

Calculus is based on circuits (called “cirquents”), thus allowing sharing of elements  

between different parts of expressions or proofs. Sharing also yields exponential- 

magnitude compressions of proof sizes for classical and other traditional logics.  

Examples of cirquents: 

 

P Q 

    

  

R S 

  

 P R 

  

 Q S 

  

 

 

    

P  P  P 
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Cirquent Calculus vs. Linear Logic 

The vending machine has slots for 25-cent coins, with each slot taking a single coin.  

Coins can be authentic (true) or counterfeited (false). A candy costs 50 (true) cents. 

Victor has three 25-cent coins, of which one might be false (but he has no way to tell  

which one). Can he get a candy?  

 

    Two-slot machine:                                                              Three-slot machine: 

25c 25c 25c 25c 25c 

    

 

NO              YES 

Can be expressed as a formula: Cannot be expressed as a formula: 

25c  25c 25c  25c 

(25c  25c)  (25c  25c)  (25c  25c) 

 

Linear Logic only deals with formulas and hence, as a “logic of resources”, it is  

inferior to Cirquent Calculus in its expressive power and flexibility, not being able to 

account for the ubiquitous phenomenon of resource sharing.  
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The ad hoc system CL12 

 So far cirquent calculus has been only developed for propositional fragments of CoL.  

The more expressive first-order fragments have been axiomatized in an ad hoc manner.  

CL12 is one of such systems.  

 

Formulas of CL12 are just like formulas of classical first-order logic with equality  

and function symbols, but may contain the additional connectives   ,    and quantifiers  

 ,   . Negation is only allowed on atoms, and  is treated as an abbreviation.  

 

A surface occurrence of a subformula is one not in the scope of    ,   ,   ,   . 

 

The elementarization  |F|  of a formula F is the result of replacing in F every surface  

occurrence of each   - or  -subformula by ⊤ and every surface occurrence of each  

 - or   -subformula by ⊥. 

 

A sequent is E1,…,En     F, where the Ei and F are formulas. The meaning is  

E1… En      F.  

 

A sequent E1,…,En      F  is said to be stable iff  |E1|…|En|  |F|  is a valid formula 

of classical first-order logic.  
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The rules of CL12 

A[B] means A with a fixed surface occurrence of subformula B; in   -Choose and   -Choose,  

i{0;1}; in   -Choose and   -Choose,  t is a constant or a variable not bound in the premise.  

  

      F[Hi] 

      F[H0  H1] ,  E[H0  H1],         F 

 

,  E[Hi],         F 

 

      F[H(t)] 

      F[ xH(x)] 

,  E[H(t)],         F 

 ,  E[ xH(x)],        F 

 

 -Choose:   -Choose:  -Choose:   -Choose: 

,  E,         F 

 

,  E, E,        F 

 

Replicate: 

X 

 

Y1,…,Yn 

 

Wait: 

where X is stable and the following conditions are satisfied: 

• Whenever X has the form       F[H0  H1],  both sequents  

         F[H0]  and        F[H1]   are among Y1,…,Yn. 

• Whenever X has the form , E[H0  H1],        F,  both sequents   

   , E[H0],        F  and  , E[H1],        F   are among Y1,…,Yn. 

• Whenever X has the form       F[ xH(x)],  the sequent        F[H(y)]  

   for some variable y not occurring in X is amongY1,…,Yn. 

• Whenever X has the form , E[ xH(x)],        F,  the sequent   

   , E[H(y),        F   for some variable y not occurring in X is among  

   Y1,…,Yn. 
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The adequacy of CL12 

Theorem.  CL12 proves exactly the valid sequents. Namely, for any sequent X, we have: 

 

1. (Soundness) If CL12 proves X, then there is a machine M that wins the game represented  

by X no matter how the atoms of X are interpreted. As M is interpretation-independent, we 

call it a uniform solution, or logical solution, of X.   

      Such an M is as efficient as it could possibly be, running in linear time and constant space. 

      Furthermore, M can be efficiently (in polynomial time) extracted from a CL12-proof of X. 

 

2. (Completeness) If CL12 does not prove X, then there is an interpretation of its atoms such  

that no machine (let alone an efficient or interpretation-independent one) wins the game  

represented by X.  

  

We say that a formula F is a logical consequence of formulas E1,…,En  iff CL12 proves the  

sequent  E1… En      F. The corresponding rule (with premises E1,…,En  and conclusion  F) 

we also call Logical Consequence. 

  

Theorem. Logical consequence  preserves computability: If F is a logical consequence of  

E1,…,En  and the latter have algorithmic solutions (winning machines), then so does F.  

    Furthermore,  a solution M of F can be extracted from solutions N1,…,Nn of E1,…,En in an  

efficient and interpretation-independent (“uniform”) way.   

    Furthermore, if N1,…,Nn  are efficient (say, run in polynomial time or logarithmic space),  

then so is M. 
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•Applied theories based on CoL 
       - Conservative extension of Classical Logic 

       - Constructive and computationally meaningful: 

                Every theorem represents a computable problem: xyP(x,y) vs.  x yP(x,y) 

                An algorithmic solution automatically comes together with a proof 

       - Universal problem-solving tool 
 

•Knowledgebase systems based on CoL 
     - Interactive 

     - Differentiates between truth and actual ability to tell what is true:  

               xyFather(x,y) vs.  x yFather(x,y) 

      - Resource-conscious:   

                   x(Pregnant(x)  Pregnant(x))  vs.  

                   x(Pregnant(x)  Pregnant(x))   x(Pregnant(x)  Pregnant(x)) 
 

•Planning systems based on CoL 
 

•CoL as a declarative programming language in an extreme sense 
-The program verification problem fully neutralized  

- No need for programming (automated program generation)  

Applications: reality and dreams  
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CoL-based arithmetics (“clarithmetics”) 

   Language:   ,  , , , , ,   ,   ,   ,   ;           0, ’,  +,  ,  =      (x’ means x+1) 

Peano Axioms       

1. x (0=x’)  

2. xy (x’=y’ x=y) 

3. x (x+0=x) 

4. xy (x+y’=(x+y)’) 
5. x (x0=0) 

6. xy (xy’=(xy)+x) 

7. -closure of F(0)  x (F(x)  F(x’))  xF(x)  for each F not 

                                                                         containing   ,  ,  ,    

8.   x  y (y=x’) 

9.   x  y (y=2x) (this axiom is only needed in CLA4; in the other 

                                                       systems it is redundant/derivable) 
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Here we shall survey four systems CLA4-CLA7 of  “clarithmetics” --- axiomatic number 

theories based on CoL (in fact, CL12). Whatever is seen below is common to all four  

systems. 

Extra-Peano  

    Axioms      

The only logical rule of inference is (the CL12-based) Logical Consequence. 



Induction in clarithmetics 57 

On top of the axioms and the logical rule (previous slide), CLA4-CLA7 have a single  

nonlogical rule of  induction. This is the only point where the four systems differ.  

CLA4-Induction 
F(0)       x(F(x)F(2x))       x(F(x)F(2x+1)) where F is poly- 

nomially bounded  
xF(x) 

CLA5-Induction 
F(0)       x(F(x)F(x’))  

where F is polynomially bounded  

xF(x) 

CLA6-Induction 
F(0)       x(F(x)F(x’))  

where F is exponentially bounded  

xF(x) 

CLA7-Induction 
F(0)       x(F(x)F(x’))  

no  conditions on F  

xF(x) 

    With |x| meaning “the size (logarithm) of x”, we say that a formula is polynomially bounded if  

every   - (resp.  -) subformula of it takes the form  x(|x|≤tE) (resp.  x(|x|≤tE)), where t is 

a (0,’,+,)-combination of |y1|,…, |yn| for some variables y1,…,yn different from x.  

     “Exponentially bounded” is defined in the same way, but with y1,…, yn  instead of |y1|,…, |yn| . 



The adequacy of clarithmetics 

Theorem.   

 

1. (Soundness:) Every theorem T of CLA4 represents an arithmetical problem with a   

     polynomial time solution; the latter can be efficiently extracted from a proof of T. 

    (Completeness:)  Every arithmetical problem with a polynomial time solution is  

     represented by some theorem T of CLA4.  

 

2. Similarly for CLA5, but with “polynomial space” instead of “polynomial time”. 

 

3. Similarly for CLA6, but with “elementary recursive time” (=space).   

 

4. Similarly for CLA7, but with “primitive recursive time” (=space).   
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Some taste of CLA4 

The following formulas can be easily shown to be provable in CLA4. What does this  

imply in view of the soundness of CLA4? 

  x  y  (x=y  (x=y))  “=” is polynomial time decidable  

  x  y  z (z=x+y)  “+” is polynomial time computable  

  x  y (z(y=(x+z))   z(y=(x+z)))  “ ” is polynomial time decidable  

  x (y(x=(yy))    y(x=(yy)))  “square root”, when exists, is polynomial 

  time computable  

  x (z(x=z+z)   z(x=z+z))  “evenness” is polynomial time decidable  
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Assume, for some predicates p,q and function f, the following formulas are provable 

in CLA4. What does this imply? 

  x  y (y=f(x))  z (p(z)  q(f(z)))  f is a polynomial time reduction of p to q  

  x  y (p(z)  q(f(z)))  p is polynomial time reducible to q  



d  s Symptoms(s,p)  p( )   t(Positive(p,t)  Positive(p,t))   

Father(John, Jane) 

x(yFather(x,y)  Male(x)) 

xy(x(y+1)=(xy)+x) 
     x y(y=x2) 

     x yAge(x,y) 

     x yBlood_pressure(x,y) 

 x(Pregnant(x)  Pregnant(x)) 

... 

KB =        
 

Solvability of query Q = validity of  KBQ 

Has(p,d) 

d  s Symptoms(s,P)   t(Positive(P,t)  Positive(P,t))   Has(P,d) 

d  Symptoms(S,P)   t(Positive(P,t)  Positive(P,t))   Has(P,d) 

d  Symptoms(S,P)  Positive(P,T)  Positive(P,T)   Has(P,d) 

d  Symptoms(S,P)  Positive(P,T)   Has(P,d) 

 Symptoms(S,P)  Positive(P,T)   Has(P,D) 

Interactive knowledgebase systems 
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d  s Symptoms(s,p)  p( )   t(Positive(p,t)  Positive(p,t))   

Father(John, Jane) 

x(yFather(x,y)  Male(x)) 

xy(x(y+1)=(xy)+x) 
     x y(y=x2) 

     x yAge(x,y) 

     x yBlood_pressure(x,y) 

 x(Pregnant(x)  Pregnant(x)) 

... 

KB =        
 

Solvability of query Q = validity of  KBQ 

Has(p,d) 

 

Interactive knowledgebase systems 
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d  s Symptoms(s,p)  p( )   t(Positive(p,t)  Positive(p,t))   

Father(John, Jane) 

x(yFather(x,y)  Male(x)) 

xy(x(y+1)=(xy)+x) 
     x y(y=x2) 

     x yAge(x,y) 

     x yBlood_pressure(x,y) 

 x(Pregnant(x)  Pregnant(x)) 

... 

KB =        
 

Solvability of query Q = validity of  KBQ 

Has(p,d) 

Interactive knowledgebase systems 
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Present situation 

• The (,,,,)-fragment of (the set of valid formulas of) CoL, where all atoms  

  are interpreted as elementary games, is exactly Classical Logic. 

• The (     ,  , )-fragment of CoL is exactly intuitionistic. 

• Linear (in fact, Affine) Logic is sound but incomplete with respect to the   

(,, ,  , ,   ,    )-fragment of CoL. 

• The      -fragment of CoL is exactly intuitionistic. 

• The (,,,  ,  , ∆,∇,  ,  ,,) -fragment of CoL has been fully axiomatized. 

  So have been the (,,,  ,  , ∆,∇,   ,  )-   and  (, ,,    ,   )-fragments. 

• The (,,,  ,  , ∆,∇,  ,  )-fragment of CoL is decidable (while still 1st order!).  
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Conclusive remarks 

• CoL is a semantical platform and ambitious program for redeveloping logic as a formal  

theory of computability, as opposed to the formal theory of truth which logic has more  

traditionally been.  

 

• It was introduced relatively recently and, at present, still remains in its infancy stage,  

with open problems prevailing over answered questions. The area is largely a virgin soil  

providing plenty of research opportunities, with good chances of interesting findings,  

for those with interests in logic and its applications in computer science. 

 

• There is a wide range of actual or potential application areas in CS, including Theory 

of Computation, AI, Programming Languages. 

 

• On the philosophical side, CoL offers a new view of what logical operators mean, and  

how the abstract speculations of constructivism can find a materialization in the form of  

an intuitively convincing and mathematically strict logical semantics.  

 

• It also offers a way to reconcile and unify various competing or antagonistic traditions  

of logical thought such as Classical, Intuitionistic, Linear and Independence-Friendly  

logics.  
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The END 
(appendix follows) 

A comprehensive online source on CoL: 

http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~giorgi/cl.html 

http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~giorgi/cl.html


Appendix 
 

Contains some basic definitions and additional explanations. 

 

Will not be used in the normal course of lecturing unless necessary.  



   

A move is any finite string over the keyboard alphabet.  

 

A labeled move is a move  prefixed with the label  ⊤ or ⊥, indicating  

who has made the move. In this PowerPoint presentation, usually green  

 was used instead of ⊤, and red  instead of ⊥. 

 

A run is any sequence of labeled moves.  

 

A position is any finite run.  

Runs and positions are usually written as  ⊥, ⊥, ⊤,   ,    

, , ⊥, ,   etc.    thus stands for the empty position.  

Moves and runs   
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Gamestructures   

Definition.  A gamestructure, or simply structure, is a nonempty set Lr of 

positions, called legal positions, such that the following condition is satisfied: 

 

 

We extend gamestructures to include infinite runs as well, by stipulating that an 

 infinite run  is in Lr iff so is every finite initial segment of .  

 

(*)  If ,Lr, then Lr. 

• Intuitively, Lr is the set of legal runs. The runs that are not in Lr are illegal. 

  

• An illegal (labeled) move is one adding which to a given position makes it illegal. 

 

• The player who has made the first illegal move in a given run is called the offender.  

 

• Condition (*) says that every initial segment of a legal position is also legal. 

 

• Some intuitions associated with illegal moves: (1) Moves that can or should never be 

made; (2) Moves that cause the system crash (e.g., requesting to divide a number by 0).  
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Definition of  games  

Definition. Let Lr be a gamestructure. A content on Lr is a function  

Wn: Lr  {⊤, ⊥}.   

     When Wn =⊤, we say that  is won by ⊤ (and lost by ⊥); and  

when Wn =⊥, we say that  is won by ⊥ (and lost by ⊤).  

     We extend the domain of Wn to all runs by stipulating that an 

illegal run is always lost by the offender. 

Definition. A game A is a pair (LrA,WnA), where LrA is a 

gamestructure, and WnA is a content on LrA.  
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    Static games are games where the speed of the adversary is not an issue: if a player  

has a winning strategy, the strategy will remain good no matter how fast its adversary  

is in making moves. And if a player does not have a winning strategy, it cannot succeed  

no matter how slow the adversary is.   

     Static games are games where it never hurts a player to postpone making moves.  

     Static games are contests of intellect rather than speed. In such games,  what matters  

is what to do (strategy) rather than how fast to do (speed).  

Static games, intuitively  
A.4 

    We have seen many particular examples of games, most of which were properly 

free in the sense that, in some positions, both players had legal moves. Yet, when  

showing the existence of a winning strategy or the absence of thereof, the question  

about the (relative) speeds of the players was never relevant. That was because all those  

games shared one important property, called the static property. Below are some  

intuitive characterizations of this important class of games.  

 



Dynamic games  

    Games that are not static we call dynamic. The following games are dynamic:   

A 

0 1 

0 1 

B 

0 1 

     In either game, the player who is quick enough to make the first move will become  

the winner. And asking whether Machine has a winning strategy is not really  

meaningful:  whether Machine can win or not depends on the relative speeds of the two  

players.  

    In a sense, B is even “worse” than A. Just as in A, it would not be a good idea for 

Machine to wait, because, unless Environment is stupid enough to also decide to wait,  

Machine will lose. Let us now say that Machine goes ahead and initiates the first move.  

What may happen is that Environment moves before Machine actually completes its  

move. This will make Machine not only the loser but also the offender. Machine cannot  

even be sure that its move will be legal!   
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Computational problems = static games 

     The game operations studies in CoL are equally meaningful and well-defined for  

both static and dynamic games. And dynamic games can be of interest in certain  

application areas.  

     CoL, however, does not want to consider dynamic games as meaningful  

computational problems and (at least at this stage of development) restricts its attention  

exclusively to static games.  

Thesis. The concept of static games is an adequate formal counterpart of our  

intuition of “pure”, speed-independent computational problems.  

 In other words,  (Interactive) computational problems  =  static games 

        Based on the above, we use the terms “problem” or “game” to exclusively mean  

“static game”.  

Theorem. All game operations of CoL preserve the static property: when  

applied to static games, they again generate static games.  

     Elementary games (predicates) are trivially static. Hence, in view of the above  

theorem, the closure of predicates under all our game operations forms a natural 

class of static games.  
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Delays 

     The concept of static games is defined in terms of delays.   

 Definition. Let þ be either player (color), and þ be the other player. We say  

that run  is a þ-delay of run   iff the following two conditions are satisfied: 

1. The moves of either color are arranged in  in the same order as in . 

2. For any n,k1, if the kth  þ-labeled (of color þ) move is  made earlier than 

the nth þ-labeled move in , then so is it in .  

In other words,  is the result of shifting to the right (“delaying”) some þ-labeled  

moves in    without violating their order. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

     Example: The second run is a green delay of the first run. It is obtained by shifting 

to the right some green moves. When doing so, a green move can jump over a red move,  

but one green move cannot jump over another green move. 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 

Delays 

     The concept of static games is defined in terms of delays.   

 Definition. Let þ be either player (color), and þ be the other player. We say  

that run  is a þ-delay of run   iff the following two conditions are satisfied: 

1. The moves of either color are arranged in  in the same order as in . 

2. For any n,k1, if the kth  þ-labeled (of color þ) move is  made earlier than 

the nth þ-labeled move in , then so is it in .  

In other words,  is the result of shifting to the right (“delaying”) some þ-labeled  

moves in    without violating their order. 

     Example: The second run is a green delay of the first run. It is obtained by shifting 

to the right some green moves. When doing so, a green move can jump over a red move,  

but one green move cannot jump over another green move. 
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Definition of static games 

Definition. We say that a game A is static iff, for either player þ and any runs  

and  such that   is a þ-delay of , the following two conditions  are satisfied: 

1. If WnA = þ, then WnA = þ.  

2. If þ  does not offend in , then it does not offend in , either. 

     In other words, if a player wins a static game, it will still win it if acting the same  

way but slower (postpones making moves). Furthermore, postponing legal moves will  

never make them illegal.   

    Comment:  One may make the natural assumption that there is a certain move ♠  

which is illegal by either player in every position of every game. In this case, condition 2 

of the above definition becomes redundant: it can be shown to simply follow from  

condition 1. 
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From TM to HPM 

    Our basic model of interactive computation (game-playing by a machine) is what  

we call  “hard-play machines” (HPM). This is a Turing machine with an additional tape 

(“run tape”) and capability of making moves.  

     The run tape, serving as “dynamic input”, spells the current position of the play at  

any moment by listing its moves (in two colors). For example, the run tape below spells  

the position 400,0,1. Typically the content of this tape keeps changing (“growing”):  

every time a player makes a move, the move (in the corresponding color) is added to the  

content of the run tape. Intuitively, the function of the run tape is to make the run fully  

visible to the machine.  

4    0    0    -    1    #    2    $     -      Work tape Read-write 

 4    0    0     -    0     -   1    -     -  (I/O tape) 

        Control 

(transition function) 

The machine a finite number of states, two of which, Start and Move,  are special. 

Run tape 
Read-only 
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How an HPM works 

 At the beginning, the machine is in its Start state, the work and run tapes are blank, and the two  

scanning heads are in their leftmost positions.  

 

After the computation (play) starts, the machine deterministically goes from one state to another,  

writes on the work tape, and moves its scanning heads left or right according to its transition  

function, which precisely prescribes what to do in each particular case, depending on the current  

state and the contents of the two scanned cells (on the two tapes). 

 

Every time the machine enters the Move state, whatever string  is to the left of  the work-tape  

scanning head, will be automatically appended (in green color) to the content of the run tape. This  

means that the machine has made the move . 

 

During each computation step, any finite number 1,...,n of red strings can also be  

(nondeterministically) added to the content of the run tape. This means that Environment has made 

the moves 1,...,n. Not limiting the number of such moves accounts for the intuition that we do  

not impose any conditions on the possible relative speed of the environment.  

 

The different possibilities of the above nondeterministic updates of the run tape create different  

branches of computation of the machine, and correspond to all possible scenarios of how things  

can evolve when the machine plays against a capricious and unpredictable environment. Each  

branch B of computation incrementally spells some (possibly infinite) run on the run tape, which  

we call the run spelled by B. 
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Interactive computability 

 Let A be a game and H be an HPM. We say that H computes (or solves, or wins) A iff,  

for every computation branch B of H, where  is the run spelled by B, we have   

 Wne
A = ⊤. In other words, H computes A iff H wins A no matter how the  

environment behaves.   

 
Thesis. 

 

 

More precisely, for every (interactive) computational problem A, we have: 

   (a) If some HPM wins A, then A has an algorithmic (effective) solution  

according to everyone‟s reasonable intuition. 

   (b) If A has an algorithmic solution according to anyone‟s reasonable intuition,  

then there is an HPM that wins A.  

Interactive algorithm = HPM 

   The above is a generalization of the Church-Turing thesis to interactive problems.   

Based on it, we agree on the following terminology: 

Let A be a computational problem (static game).  An algorithmic solution, or an  

algorithmic winning strategy, for A is an HPM that wins A.  And A is said to be  

computable (winnable) iff it has an  algorithmic solution.  
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Interactive complexity 

Let M be an HPM, and h be a function: {0,1,2,…}{0,1,2,…}. 

 

In the context of a given computation branch of M, by the background of a clock cycle   

(computation step) c we mean the greatest of the sizes of Environment‟s moves made by  

time c, or 0 if there are no such moves.  

 

Whenever M makes a move on cycle c, by the timecost of that move we mean c-d,  

where d is the  greatest cycle with d<c on which a move was made by either player, or  

is 0 if there is no such cycle.  

 

We say that M is an h time machine iff, in every play (computation branch), for any 

clock cycle c on which M makes a move,  the timecost of that move does not exceed  

h(b), where b is the background of c. 

 

We say that M is an h space machine iff, in every play (computation branch), for any 

clock cycle c, the number of cells ever visited by the work tape head of M by time c  

does not exceed h(b), where b is the background of c. 

 

We say that a game is computable in time h iff it has a h time solution (winning HPM).  

Similarly for space.  
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